Winner proves she's
in for the long haul
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IT'S a sobering statistic but less
than 40 per cent of businesses
that launched a decade ago are
still around today, according to
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offrcial figures.
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Worse, Australian Bureau of

Statistics numbers show half
never make it to their fourth year.
lt's for this reason that Telstra's
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2008 Queensland Young Business Women's Award winner,
Olivia Maragna, can celebrate.
Her financial planning firm As-
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pire Retire reaches its lOth anniversary this year.
Her Woolloongabba firm, with
partner Stephen Degiovanni, has
notched up accolades including
the 2009 Telsta Qld Small
Business of the Year and 2012
Hall of Fame Business Achievers

Award but her biggest claim
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is

"good old-fashioned service".

"When the GFC hit we immediately took a front foot approach, holding seminars, and
staying in touch constantly no
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matter whether we had good
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news or bad," she said.

"We always want a client to

feel that they are the
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most

important person we will see that
day. We know theirfamilies, what
issues they are facing, their financial dreams and even how they
like their tea or coffee."

About 95 per cent of new
clients come from word-ofmouth referals -"a statistic that

we are very proud of'.

For Karla Way-McPhail, chief
executive of Undamine Indus-

tries and Coal Train Australia,
winning Telstra's 2012 private
and corporate sector business
women's award for Queensland
opened up a new level of growth.

"It's been a really wonderfirl

experience," she said. "I've learnt
a lot. I've developed an amazing

network from

1.
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a

it,

certainly

a

massive amount of business, pro-

fessional and personal support
through networking and meeting

different women. That's been
really good."

Ms Way-McPhail said

ness Women's awards opened

she

found the interview process lead-

ing to the awards particularly

useful and recommended

challenges you both personally
and professionally and why you
do what you do. I'd recommend
the journey to anyone."
The Telstra Queensland Busi-

it

to

across Australia will share in
$200,000 in cash and prizes.

any woman in business.

"Even preparing for it made
you focus onwhat's important to
you and your business. It really

for

submissions last week, and close
on June 25. Finalists and winners

TWITTER
@SophieFosterCM
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OLIVIAS TIPS
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3ryoruuutlor: Nearly 5Oo/o of business owners aren't paying super
for themselves. ldeally your super contributions should be the same
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Wagn: One way to make the business accountable is to pay yourself a
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Dhr.illfr lf making good profits, important to diversify. lnvest in
passive assets such as term deposits, shares or property for a rainy
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puln: Review your numbers on a regular
basis; seek strategic advice from a specialist.
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